Jumbo Sled Tour

Tour Overview
-Tour schedule timings are fixed and as follows,
(1)9:00h (2)9:30h (3)10:00h (4)10:30h (5)11:00h (6)11:30h (7)13:00h
(8)13:30h
(9)14:00h
(10)14:30h (11)15:00h (12)15:30h
-Tour time is a maximum of 25 minutes.
-The maximum capacity per tour is 6 people.
-The general tour will be a joint tour mixed with other participants however you can opt for
a private tour with a chargeable private charter fee.
-General price: ¥5,000/adult and ¥3,500 yen/child below 12 years old
-Private charter fee costs ¥ 20,000/ unit with a maximum of 6 participants
-The minimum age for this activity is 3 years old.
-We regret to inform any individuals under the influence of alcohol and pregnant women
are not allowed on any of our winter activity.
Reservation
-Please make your reservation at the activity counter within the operating hours
from 8:00h – 16:00h and last reservation at 15:30h.

Activity meeting point
-Please arrive at the activity counter 30 minutes prior to the activity start time to check in
then proceed to fulfil your full payment at Niseko Village gondola. The modes of payment
are in cash or credit card only and the option of charging to room is not available.
-Your activity reservation will be cancelled automatically if you’re not present 30 minutes
prior to the activity start time and there will strictly be no refunds.

-The team will then guide you to the activity point where you have to submit your tickets to
confirm your participation.
-All present participants will board and depart at the designated start time and late
participants will be considered as absent with strictly no refunds.
Things to note
-Mobile phones and cameras are allowed on this tour for photo taking purposes however
we are not responsible for any loss or damages.
-This activity will be an experience on a six-seater sled towed by a large snowmobile
operated by a professional driver.
-There will be lots of scenic photo opportunities in the snowy field and if weather permits,
you will be fortunate enough to see Mount Yotei or even animal footprints left in the forest.
-Please contact any of our team members if you feel unwell at any time during the tour.
-All activities are subjected to snow and weather conditions.
-Strictly no exchange or refund for all activities.

